
How to characterise problematic information spaces in 
Facebook concerning the war in Ukraine in the countries 
or languages in question? 


Are there specific problematic clusters per country? Is there a pattern across the 
countries, e.g., in the presence of a problematic space, its size or prominence?

Our research focuses on mapping post-truth spaces concerning the war in Ukraine in Eastern-European countries, Sweden and the 
Netherlands on Facebook. 



Since the intensification of the conflict in Ukraine in February 2022, there has been a plethora of evidence suggesting an 
increased effort to manipulate public perception about it. Ukraine, the Ukrainian government and ordinary citizens are the targets 
of attacks orchestrated by pro-Kremlin disinformation operatives. For this project, we define post-truth space as an area where 
misbeliefs, misleading information and problematic narratives pertaining to the war are being spread and willingly embraced by 
discussants. 



For each language we discovered different problematic/ disinformation clusters and differences in the extent to which these 
post-truth spaces were prominent in the information landscape. In Czech there are big and central nodes of pro-Russian 
disinformation sources, whereas in Bulgaria, Slovakia, and Poland these sources were present but in the periphery. In Czech the 
content is mostly accessible through sites with Russian domains, alt-right Facebook groups and pages and misinformation 
Telegram channels relating to the war in Ukraine. In Bulgaria the cluster of problematic/ pro-Russian information is accessible 
through mainstream Russian sources (Russia Today or Kremlin.ru).



In Poland the knowledge graph is very dispersed, with no indication of prominent disinformation clusters. Mainstream media 
sources, and crowdfunding sources dominate the information sphere there. Nonetheless, we found pro-Russian sources that were 
intertwined with mainstream media outlets. These were pro-Russian narratives shared by extreme right/conspiratorial 
conglomerates (Legaartis.pl, wRealu24.pl, nczas.com).



In Slovakia this content appears on Facebook through Slovak’s Alex Jones - Tibor Rostás, pro-Russian official media channels, 
including the page of the Russian Embassy and so-called “investigative journalists” such as “Investigative journalism blog” Twitter 
OSINT farm (with the blue verification mark). Interestingly, a lot of pro-Kremlin content in Slovakia appears on Facebook through 
sources in Czech.




In other countries problematic/ disinformation clusters were situated on the periphery. In Hungary, discourse about the war was 
driven by major news outlets, both pro-government and independent. We spotted a similar pattern in Lithuania where the majority 
of information about the war in Ukraine is posted on Lithuanian-speaking Facebook groups and pages as well as verified, pro-
Ukrainian channels mostly led by activists and civic organisations. Only a few suspicious Facebook groups were spotted in our 
network (PRABUDIMAS  ПРОБУЖДЕНИЕ)



In the Netherlands problematic sources are also in the minority. Around prominent nodes we observed Dutch mainstream media 
outlets as well as multiple Dutch institutional websites and social media platforms. Similarly in the Swedish media landscape, 
the most prominent voices on the conflict are Swedish mainstream media sources, political parties and social media sites. No 
suspicious actors are present among the most-linked-to in the network as a whole, and there are few notable suspicious actors 
within the clusters around these larger nodes.
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Data collection Data curation Visualisation and Analysis
Our goal was to detect disinformation/ problematic clusters on Facebook, 
therefore we decided to focus on relational analysis of actors involved in 
discussing / sharing controversial narratives on this platform. 



We focused on URL links that were shared by Facebook pages and groups. 
To achieve this we extract and resolve all URL links from Facebook posts 
using 4CAT. Following that we clean the link databases for each language - 
shortening links to the domain address and to account name in the case of 
social media links (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Telegram).




To visualise our findings, we plot networks in Gephi to investigate 
connections between given Facebook pages and external links. We use an 
in-degree and out-degree modularity algorithm to find communities. We 
analyse networks for each language by checking big nodes of links, 
Facebook accounts and pages and other social media accounts (usually 
twitter and telegram). Then we create the labels of our clusters in the 
network on the basis of understanding the actors and content that they 
were spreading.
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We collected our data by creating a corpus of neutral and pro-Russian terms 
for each of the language (Bulgarian, Lithuanian, Hungarian, Polish, Czech, 
Slovak, Dutch and Swedish). We started by collecting “program” and “anti-
program” for each country. Each corpus included context-specific pro-
Russian (anti-program) terms and a set of neutral terms used in each 
database.

Our list of neutral keywords included events related to the war in Ukraine 
(Bucha Azovstal, Bombing in Kharkiv, Crimea bridge, Mariupol, Kherson, 
Kramatorsk attack, War in Ukraine), places (Donetsk, Luhansk, 
Zaporizhzhya, Donbas) and named entities (Zelensky + war, Putin + war, 
Wagner Group, Ukrainian refugees, Prigozhin, Shoigu). 

To harvest data we queried Meta’s Crowdtangle for Facebook, for neutral 
and pro-Russian words in a given language for the time period: 24th of 
February 2022 (beginning of the war) until  10th of January 2023.
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